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1.

Foreword

1.1 Overview
Before using the analyzer and its accessories, please familiarize yourself with its operation by reading this
manual. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact with us for assistance.

1.2 Unpacking Instructions
-

Inspect the shipping boxes for any sign of damage. Damaged shipping boxes increase the risk to find
damaged material too.
Remove the accessories as power cable and rack mounting lugs from the shipping box.
Carefully remove the analyzer from its shipping box together with its protections.
Remove the protections and place the material on a flat surface in a clean and dry location.
Inspect the material for any sign of damage.

Note: keep the shipping box and the protective packaging for eventual future shipping needs.

1.3 Reporting Damage
If there are any apparent damages to the outside of the instrument due to shipping or handling, file a damage
claim and notify the forwarder immediately. The shipping container or packing materials should be retained for
inspection by the forwarder.

1.4 Before using the analyzer
The use of the IR-GAS-600P syngas portable analyser requires a full understanding of the analyzer operation.
Use the analyzer only as specified in this manual, otherwise its good operation and initial performances may
be impaired.
Authorized service representatives and original parts must only be employed in carrying out repairs to the
analyzer in order to maintain the validity of the warranty. Modification of components, use of non-original
parts, or use of incomplete or used parts will also invalidate the warranty.


Make sure there is no obstruction at the sample inlet before you operate the analyzer.



The sample gas must be free from particles (< 1µ), oil traces and its moisture content（Relative Humidity）
must be between 5 and 95% non-condensing. We highly recommend you to use the analyser exclusively
with our specific gas washing unit to clean the gas before it enters the analyzer



Use only original parts that have been specifically designed for your IR-GAS-600P portable syngas analyser.
The use of other parts than original ones may modify the performances of your analyzer.



We also recommend configuring the auto-zero function in order to make the zero drift negligible.
refer to the specific sections of this manual.



Do not expose the analyzer to electrical shock and/or severe continuous mechanical shock.
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Do not attempt to disassemble, adjust, or service the analyzer unless instructions for that procedure are
contained in the manual and/or that part is listed as a replacement part.



Do not allow liquids to condense or use high power sprays on the instrument.



The warranty will be voided if customer personnel or third parties damage the analyzer during repair
attempts. Non-authorized repair/service attempts void this warranty.

Important
*The sample gas must be free from particles (< 1µ), oil traces and its moisture content ,if not, WuHan Tenho
can provide portable or on line gas conditioning system
* For any repair/service can not execute by non-authorized and/or non-qualified people.

Safety Information

Safety marks are identified as follows:
Safety mark

Brief Description

Dangerous

Caution

Electric Shock

Forbidden

Additional Instruction

May cause serious human injuries

May cause moderate human injuries or may destroy the analyzer

May cause human injuries and/or may damage the analyzer.

Not allowed in normal operation
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Safety information for Analyzer utilisation


IR-GAS-600P Analyser is not designed for use in hazardous area. Never use the analyzer in an
EX environment with potential gas explosion risks. Human safety could be seriously
endangered by flame, fire and/or deflagration.



IR-GAS-600P Analyser must be installed on a flat surface (if used as bench-type analyser) or
integrated in a gas analysis cabinet. Avoid locations where the analyzer can be exposed to
vibrations, chocks or intense electromagnetic fields as this can have a negative effect on the
performances of the analyzer.



Do not expose the analyzer to strong artificial light or sun radiations, wind, moisture of rain.



Prevent dust and moisture to enter the analyzer otherwise its good operation will be
impaired.

Gas connections and sample gas conditions
IR-GAS-600P SYNGAS analyser is usually supplied with our optional portable gas washing
unit 。 This unit can also be equipped with an optional powerful gas sampling pump
(requires 220 VAC power supply) to suit all process conditions. In case this accessory is
not supplied with the analyser, the customer shall ensure that the gas conditions at the
inlet of the analyser are in accordance with the following characteristics: free of solid
particles (<1μ), tar and of oil traces, with moisture content between 5 and 95% RH
non-condensing










-

Before switching ON the analyzer:
- Install the gas analyser on a flat surface
- Connect the gas discharge pipe on the gas out port of the analyser and position the
extremity of the pipe as far as possible from the analyser. Please also take care
about wind direction. Gas venting within an enclosed or non-ventilated area is not
allowed.
Switch ON the analyser
Wait for the complete cycle of preheating has elapsed, or 800 seconds.
Connect the outlet pipe of the gas washing unit to the input port of the analyser
Activate the internal pump of the gas analyser and adjust the flow meter of the gas
analyser at 1L/min. If the analyser is used with the gas washing unit with gas sampling
pump, the pump of the gas analyser does not need to be used.
If the gas is delivered in pressure (> 100 mbar relative) to the analyser, you shall place a
pressure limiting system before the analyser set to 100 mbar to protect it against
excessive pressure peaks (see conditions of the gas below). Excessive pressure may
cause leakage of toxic or explosive gases which can lead to serious accidents.
Sample gas conditions at GAS IN port of the analyser must answer to the following
specifications:
Moisture: 5 to 95% RH non-condensing.
Quality: free from solid particles, tar and oil traces
Temperature: < 50°C
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-

Pressure in: max. + 100 mbar relative;
Processes with lower gas pressure will require the use of a gas sampling pump.
Processes with higher gas pressure will requires the installation of a pressure reducer
before the analyser to keep the gas pressure constant and limited to max. 100 mbar
relative.
Gas pressure > 500 mbar relative will cause permanent damages to NDIR detectors
Pressure out: atmospheric pressure
Environmental operation conditions:
Temperature: +5° to +45°C
Pressure: atmospheric pressure +/- 10%
Relative humidity: maximum 0-95%, not condensing.
Safe area

-

Notice for electrical connections



Please use the power supply that complies with the power ratings of the analyser, to avoid
fire and/or abnormal operation.



The analyser is intended to be used with its internal batteries offering an operating
autonomy > 6h.



Ensure the power supply is switched OFF before connecting a data transmission line to the
serial RS232 port



Never use the analyser in an EX environment with potential gas explosion risks.

Notice for analyser application









Smoking nearby to the analyser is not allowed and could lead to serious fire
hazards.
Test the response of the gas analyser exclusively on target gases with certified gas
canisters from known concentration. Span gas concentration need to be within 90%
to 100% of the designed full scale range, otherwise the accuracy and linearity of the
analyser can be affected. Use pure nitrogen N2 5.0 quality for zero calibration.
Never let the moisture enter the analyser to avoid electric discharge and risk of
short circuit.
After completion of the measure and before switching OFF the analyser, always
perform a purging cycle of 5 minutes with the pump ON and the analyser located
in fresh ambient air.
Always prevent dust, tar and oil traces for entering the analyser to avoid damages
to the measuring cells.
Never switch OFF & ON successively the analyzer power supply without reasons,
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otherwise the analyzer lifetime might be shortened, or the analyser might be
damaged.

Notice for maintenance



Always shut off the power supply before servicing the analyzer to prevent from electric
shocks.



In order to operate correctly, the analyzer must be maintained timely, at least once a
year. Please consult your authorized reseller.



Always switch off the power supply, protect and store carefully the analyzer if it will not
be used for a long period of time.
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2 Abstract
IR-GAS-600P is based on NDIR technology to measure the gas concentration of CO, CO2, CH4 and
CnHm(optional), based on TCD to measure he gas concentration of H2, and based on ECD to measure the gas
concentration of O2 at the same time in one analyzer. The BTU calculation is available in IR-GAS-600P.

2.1 NDIR principle
CO, CO2, CH4, C3H8 and other molecules by heterogeneous atoms in the infrared wavelength region with
the absorption spectrum, its absorption intensity follows Lambert - Beer's Law. When corresponding to a
characteristic absorption wavelength of the light waves of gas through the gas is measured, its intensity will be
significantly weakened, the intensity of the gas concentrations in the degree of attenuation related to the
relationship between compliance with Lambert - Beer law. The basic principle of NDIR sensor structure, shown
below,

The basic mathematical model is as follows: most of the organic and inorganic multi-atomic and molecular
gases in the infrared region have a specific absorption wavelength. When the infrared light passes through, these
gas molecules through the specific wavelengths of light intensity by the Lambert - Beer law, said: I = I0e-kpl,
absorption of light intensity i can be expressed as: i=I0-I= I0 (1- e-kpl). Where, I0 is the incident light strong; I is
through the light intensity; l is the thickness of the gas medium, p is the gas density, k is the absorption
coefficient.

2.2 Features and Applications
This product is applicable to iron and steel, ferro alloys, sponge iron smelting process gas analysis (including
blast furnace, BOF, coke oven, heat treatment, gas furnace, calcium carbide furnaces), cement shaft kiln flue gas
composition measurements (flue gas oxygen content, air excess coefficient of determination), straw biomass
gasification process gas analysis (gas concentrations, heat value of monitoring), gas recovery and utilization of
the heat value of the process of monitoring, industrial gas applications in the process of environmental
protection.
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2.3 Specifications
Components

Method

Range

Resolution

Precision

CO2

NDIR

0-5% to 100%

0.01%

≤2%

CO

NDIR

0-5% to 100%

0.01%

≤2%

H2

TCD

0-5% to 100%

0.01%

≤3%

O2

ECD

0-5% to 25%

0.01%

≤3%

CH4

NDIR

0-5% to 100%

0.01%

≤2%

CnHm (optional)

NDIR

0-5% to 10%

0.01%

≤2%

Note: Measurement range can be customized by the requirement. Max: 6 components at the same time.
Response Time (TD+T90)

<10s (NDIR)

Response Time

15min

I/O port

RS232

Work temperature

0～50℃

Relative humidity

5～85%

Ambient air pressure

86～108kPa

Power supply

AC 220±10%V 50Hz±1Hz

Weight

About 3.5kg

2.4Front Panel

Port name

Descriptions

Inlet

Gas inlet

Outlet

Gas outlet

Charger

Power battery charge, 12V

USB

Communication port, connecting to computer

Power

Power switch
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3 Operation
3.1 Preparation before operation
1) Sample gas should connect to gas pretreatment system before using. The sample gas inletting into the gas
analyzer should be clean, dry and without tar.
2) Gas outlet pipe should be leaded to outdoor; Gas outlet pipe should not no blocked.
3) Sample gas pressure should be a little bigger than atmosphere pressure
4) Gas flow into the gas analyzer should control at 0.7L-1.2L/min, recommended to at 1.0L/m

3.2 Power on
1) Power on: press power button for more than five seconds until the display is activated. Here is showing
startup interface.

2) After startup, it shows MEASURE interface. (The picture is only for reference).

3.3 Measurement screen
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The measurement screen shows up to 6 gas compounds that are measured by the analyser and the
calculated gas heating value, with their respective chemical symbol, concentration and unit, as well as the
remaining battery autonomy, the date and time and some functions :
Disconnection: means the gas sensor communication is disconnected or trouble. Usually it
is considered as normal which shows a few second after startup
Sampling button: press this button to open the pump
Record button: press this button to record the data. The data will be recorded every 10
seconds; Max 10,000 groups data can be recorded.

3.4 Real-time curve

1) In the CURVE interface, you will see the gas components and corresponding curves with the same color. For
example, you will choose CH4 gas, the background color in CH4 letter is red, and the real-time curve is red also.
2) Click each gas component, you can choose display or not display curve. For example, when you click CO2
again, it will not display curve in the yellow color, as follows:
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3.5 Measurement information
In the INFO interface, it shows gas sensor information. The users cannot modify it, only for reference.

3.6 Calibration
In the calibration interface. It needs password to enter. The password is 9999.
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After input the password 9999, it will shows:

1

Click drop-down box to select the gas you want to calibrate

2

The real-time concentration of the gas you selected

3

Input zero gas value when doing zero point calibration. Usually input 0 in zero point.

4

Input span gas value when doing span point calibration. E.g. if CH4 calibration gas is 30%,
input 30 in the box

5

Function buttons, to realize specific functions:
Zero: when doing zero point calibration, press zero button
Span: when doing span point calibration, press span button
Reset: reset to factory calibration data

1) Zero calibration
a. Select the gas that needs to be calibrated;
b. Inlet N2 gas (> 99.9%) and check the real-time concentration;
c. When N2 gas is filled with gas chamber fully, the real-time concentration will become stable (it may has little
fluctuation which is considered normal )
d. Input 0 in the blank (marked as 3 in the above picture), and click ZERO button;
e. Then zero calibration is finished.
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2) Span calibration
a. Select the gas that needs to be calibrated; take CH4 as example
b. Inlet calibration gas and check the real-time concentration. (e.g. if CH4 is 0-25% range, then please inlet 25%
CH4 calibration gas, and balance should be N2);
c. When calibration gas is filled with gas chamber fully, the real-time concentration will become stable (it may
have little fluctuation which is considered as normal)
d. Input the calibration gas value in the blank (marked as 4 in the above picture), and click SPAN button; (e.g. if
CH4 is 25% calibration gas, then input 25)
e. Then span calibration is finished.
3) Reset
If zero or span calibration are wrong, for example, click zero or span button before concentration is not stable,
or use the wrong concentration calibration gas. Press reset button back to factory button.

3.7 System settings
1. click "SETTING", appear login interface, click the input box, fill 9999 in the password, as follows.

Pass word is 9999

2. After entering the password correctly, it will enter the "USER SETUP" interface, as follows.
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3.7.1 USB connect computer
Use USB cable into the USB interface, the analyzer connected to the computer, and then click on the "Connect
to PC via USB”
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3.7.2 Change Password

Note: please remember the modified password, if you accidentally lost the password, you can contact the
company after service

3.7.3 Others

3.7.4 Delete data
Click on "Clear all data", click the "Confirm" button, appear "Empty successfully" means empty finished.
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3.7.5 Restore factory settings
Click "Restore system settings”, click the "Restore" key, appear "Recovery is successful", indicating the
successful recovery of factory settings.

3.7.6 Touch screen calibration
For touch screen calibration, if the click speed is too fast, may lead to calibration failure. The correct method is:
hold down "+" about 1s, there will be "completion (OK)" prompt information, indicating that the calibration is
successful.
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3.7.7 Calorific value setting

The settings are completed as shown in the following picture:
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4. Common Faults

Fault phenomenon
Less flow or no flow

Reason

Solutions

Sampling system fault;
Sampling port leakage;
Inlet port or gas pipe blocked

Check the sampling system and eliminate
external faults;
Tighten the sampling port to connect the gas
pipe and replace the sampling tube;
Check the air inlet port; check whether the
gas pipe is compressed; replace the gas pipe

The measured numerical Sampling gas pipe leakage
response is slow, and the Dust filter blocked
measured values change
little or no change
Measurement value larger The instrument is
than the allowable error
preheated enough;
Sampling instability
After measurement, the
value does not return to zero




Check the sampling system and refer to the
"flow less or no flow "solutions;
Replacing dust filter paper
not Normal instruments start and preheat (30
seconds);
Check sampling system

The gas circuit with residual Perform measurements to drain residual gas
gas;
through N2 or clean air;
Influence of instrument zero Perform zero adjustment or user calibration
drift

After the inspection, the fault still exists, please contact the manufacturer.
Nonprofessional or without the manufacturer's permission, please do not
disassemble the instrument, otherwise the instrument damage, manufacturers do
not warranty or repair services, while the instrument may be charged with electric
shock risk.
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5. Instrument maintenance
1. During the maintenance of equipment, power should be cut off to avoid electric shock accident.
2. Should clean the instrument surface dust after the use it.
3. The instrument should be stored in a clean, ventilated and dry environment.
4. Strong vibration should be prevented during transportation.

6. Contact Information

WUHAN ENVIRO SOLUTIONS TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD
Add：:The 4th floor, No.28, Fozuling Road,East-lake
Hi-Tech Development Zone,Industry Park Wuhan
430000,China
Telephone:+86-27-86639266
Mobile：0086-15071131907
Email: info@gasese.com
Website: www.gasese.com
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